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INT-TRAIN-LIGHT-1

Sarah Johnson and her freinds
are in a train. and Sarah is 
tslking to her best friend Kara
Jennings

								SARAH
						Hey, Kara, when are you going to 							tell Zack that you preganate?

								KARA
						Maybe Tonight, I gusses.

								SARAH
						You need to tell him.

								KARA
						I know, I'm just scared that he 							will break up with me.

								SARAH
						Girl, but you really need to tell 							him.

Kara's Boyfreind Zack Ginn comes
up to them, with is freind Allen Ray.

								ZACK
						So what are you guys talking about?

								KARA
						Oh nothing.

								SARAH
						I'm going to go to the bathroom, be 						right back.

Sarah's Friend Ace walks out 
of the bathroom.

								ACE
						Hey Sarah, Oh have you seen Ricky 							any where?
					
								SARAH
						I think he's in the kitchen 							cooking. 

								ACE
						Ok, thanks

Ace walks off.

Sarah touches the door knob
then she has a Premonition.

Her Premonition is about the
Train crashing, and they all
are screaming in pain and dying 
slowly and painfully.

Sarah puts her hand on
her mouth and freaks out.

								KARA
						Sarah, whats wrong?

								SARAH
						We need to get off this train.

								KARA
						You know we can't.
		
								SARAH
						Like hell we can.

								KARA
						Sarah, whats wrong?

								SARAH
						No time, we NEED to get of this fucking 						train.

								SARAH (cont.)
						Where's Ricky?

								ALLEN
						In the kichen.

Sarah runs in the kitchen

INT-KITCHEN-LIGHT-2

Rick Benson is cooking a soup.

								SARAH
						Ricky, where the hell are you?

								RICKY
						Right here, here taste this.

Ace comes up to the door.

								ACE
						What's going on?

								SARAH
						We just need to get of this Damn 							train.

								ZACK
						Why?, Answer me!

								SARAH
						Theres no time WE NEED TO GET OFF!

								KARA
						I trust her, lets get off, but how are we 						going to do that?

								SARAH
						Were jumping off.

								KARA
						What, at this speed we could be dead by 						time we hit the ground!

								SARAH
						I know, but that won't happen, Trust me.

They walk out of the kitchen.

INT-TRAIN-LIGHT-3

Sarah opens the door and jumps off the.

								SARAH(O.V.)
						HURRY UP!

Ace jumps out and lands saftly.

								KARA
						Here I go.

Kara holds her stomcah and jumps, she's
ok.

Then Allen jumps off, then Zack.

								RICKY
						I don't think I can.

								SARAH
						Try.

Ricky jumps off and lands on his 
back.

								KARA
						Look!

Kara points at the train that
is about to crash into the train
their train.

The train crashes and expoldes.

								RICKY
						What the fuck!?

								SARAH
						Oh no!

They all scream. 

CUT TO:
	Sarah in her room crying.

Sarah's mom Debbie walks in.

								DEBBIE
						I'm glad you got off that train, but I'm 						glad you safe, and all of your freinds.

								SARAH
						Why did I get off that train!?

								DEBBIE
						Why..., What are you talking about why 						you got off that train?

								SARAH
						You know what happen to that girl Clear 						Rivers?

								DEBBIE
						Is that why your worried?!

								SARAH
						Yeah.

								DEBBIE
						Look, that girl was crazy, She thought 						death was after her!

								SARAH
						Mom, when she got off that plane! every- 						one started to die!

								SARAH(cont.)
						And the car build up.

								DEBBIE
						Oh Sarah!

								DEBBIE(cont.)
						Sarah, you won't die, but in your 							premonition, what happend?

Debbie sits down with Sarah

								SARAH
						Ok, I saw...

Flashback in Sarah's Premonition.

								SARAH(cont.)
						The train crashing and I could see Ricky 						screaming as a metal plate stabing him in 					 	his head, Kara's head getting cut off 					       Allen blowing up and Zack tring to get 						the floor but a flying piece of metal
						hits him the head and he dies, then Acc
						is crawling after his legs getting 						chopped off and he's screaming my name 						for me to help him
	
								DEBBIE
						What about you?

								SARAH
						I stood up trying to see if the conductor 						was alive but when I stood up, the train 						exploded and I was there with my body 						buring.

Sarah is crying hard.

								DEBBIE	
						It will be okay, don't worry.

								SARAH
						Don't worry!, Death is after me!

								DEBBIE
						Okay, go get ready for bed.

								SARAH
						Ok, i'll see you tommrow.

Sarah runs up-stairs crying.

INT-MALL-LIGHT-4

								RICKY
						Sarah, how did you know that the train 						was going to exploed?

								SARAH
						Remeber about flight 180, The car build 						up, and the roller coaster accident.

								KARA
						What are you saying, we were suppose to 						die in the train?

								SARAH
						Yeah.

								ZACK
						Your crazy.

								ACE
						Shut the fuck up.

								ZACK
						Its not my falut that Sarah has gone 						fucking crazy!

Sarah runs in the bathroom
crying.

								KARA
						Why did you say that?!, she all ready has 						enough problems, she dosn't need any 						more!

Kara follows her.

INT-BATHROOM-LIGHT-5

Sarah is crying over the sink.

								KARA
						Sorry about what that asshole said.

								KARA(cont.)
						Are you going to be okay?

								SARAH
						Yeah, I just need some water.

								KARA
						Ok, I'll buy you a water bottle.

Kara and Sarah walk out of the
bathroom.

INT-FOODCOURT-LIGHT-6

Sarah and Kara walks over to a
vending machine.

CUT TO:
	Zack, Allen, and Ricky.

Allen puts up a piece sign and sticks his
toughn out of it and wiggles it.

CUT TO:
	KARA AND SARAH

								KARA
						Oh god.

Kara pulls out a dollar and gives 
it to the woman
								WOMAN
						Thank you and have a good day.

								KARA
						You to.

Kara hands Sarah the bottle

								SARAH
						Thanks.

Ace walks up to Kara and Sarah.

								ACE
						Can I talk to Sarah alone?

								KARA
						Yeah.

Kara gives Sarah a hug and walks off.

Kara runs over to the table and in the
background you can see Kara punching 
Zack in the arm.

CUT TO:
	Bathroom hallways.

								ACE
						I belive you about the death chasing us.

								SARAH
						You do?

								ACE
						Yeah.

								SARAH
						Thank you.

Sarah hugs Ace.

								SARAH	
						There has been something bugging me all 						this time, I love you.

								ACE
						So you wanna 'go out'

								SARAH
						Yeah.

								ACE
						Ok.

Ace and Sarah walk out of the
hallway kissing a with Ace's  
arm around here.

CUT TO:
	In is dad's Basement

INT-BASEMENT-DARK-7    

Ricky's Dad James Benson comes
to the Bsaement.

								JAMES
						Hey, what are you doing down here?

								RICKY
						Looking for the toolbox.

								JAMES
						Its up-stairs.

								RICKY
						Thanks.

James's Jenny Rogers and Ricky's
Little Sister Hailey Benson comes in.

								HAILEY
						Jenny, can you help me with my homework?

								JENNY
						Ok, I'll be there in a minute.

Hailey runs up-stairs.

								JAMES
						Ok, what happen to Sarah at the train.

								RICKY
						She just started crying and told us to 						get off and we did, then the train 						crashed, Then today she told us that she 						had a premonition like that guy that was 						on flight 180.

								JAMES
						Well ok, be careful down here.

James and Jenny walk back up-stairs.

Ricky looks behind him and flicks the
light switch on, Then he walks over to the
ax and stands there and looks, 

CUT TO:
	Close to the ax's holder coming undone.

Rick turns around and then all of
the sudden the ax comes undone and the 
ax and it impales Ricky in the back of the
head.

INT-FUNERAL-DAY-8

CUT TO:
	Ricky's funeral

CUT TO:
	Sarah and Ace talking and
	walking to the funeral.

								SARAH
						What do we do?

								ACE
						Do about what?

								SARAH
						Death!

								ACE
						Oh my god.

CUT TO:
	Everybody at Ricky's
	funeral.

Kara and Zack come sit by Ace and
Sarah.

								SARAH
						When this is over, can I talk to you all?

								KARA
INT-PARKING LOT-DAY-9			Sure yeah.

CUT TO:
	Sarah talking to Kara, Ace, and
	Zack.

								SARAH
						Wait, where's Allen?

								ZACK
						At home, He's sick.

								SARAH
						Ok, but any way, You know what happen to 						that Alex kid?

								KARA
						Oh god, you don't think.

								SARAH
						We got off that train, now where going to 						die.

								ZACK	
						Your kidding, right.

								SARAH
						No, because Ricky was the first one I saw 						die in my Premonition!
		
								ZACK
						Ok bitch quit tring to scare us.

Sarah slaps Zack, then Zack pushes 
Sarah into a pole and punches her.

								ACE
						Get the Fuck off her!

Ace pulls Zack off Sarah and Punches
Zack in the mouth.

								KARA
						STOP IT NOW!

Ace and Zack stop fighting.

								ZACK
						Hey Ace get your little slutty girlfriend 						away from here.

Sarah is on the ground crying.

								KARA
						Zack I'm pregnate.

								ZACK
						Your a slut to.

Allen drives up.

Sarah gets up.

Allen gets out of his car.
	
								ALLEN
						Did you tell him yet?

								ZACK
						You got Kara pregnate?!

								ALLEN
						Yeah.

								ZACK
						You ass-hole!

Zack pushes Allen.

								ACE
						Zack get the hell out of here!

								ZACK
						Ok, but first Sarah, who's next?

								SARAH
						K...K...Kara

								ZACK
						Good, because I'll survive this.

Zack gets in his car and drives
off.

								ACE
						He is such a pussy.

CUT TO:
	Kara in her car driving off.

INT-KARA'S CAR-LIGHT-10	

Kara turns on the radio.

Kara's cell phone rings.

								KARA
						Hello?

Its Sarah

								SARAH (O.S.)
						Kara, where are you?!

You can hear Ace in the back.

								ACE (O.S.)
						Tell her!

								KARA
						Tell me what?

								SARAH (O.S.)
						Your next do die!

								KARA
						I'm not going to die.

Kara's phone gose dead.

								KARA	
						Sarah, Sarah! can you hear me?

A pick up truck full of 
metal spikes fall off 
the truck and into Kara's
windsheild and into her face
Kara is now dead.

CUT TO:
	Sarah in her room.

INT-SARAH'S ROOM-DARK-11

Debbie walks in.

								DEBBIE
						Ace wants you to come over.

Sarah gets up.

								SARAH
						Ok, give me the phone.

Debbie hand Sarah the phone and walks
away.

								ACE (O.S.)
						Hey Sarah, umm, Kara was in a car 							aciddent.

								SARAH
						Is she ok?

								ACE (O.S)
						No, she's dead.

								SARAH
						What about the baby?

								ACE (O.S.)
						It died also

								ACE (Cont.) (O.S.) 
						Who is suppose to die next?

								SARAH
						Zack.

								ACE (O.S.)
						We have to tell him.

								SARAH
						Allright.

Sarah gets up and grabs her jacket 
and leaves.

CUT TO:
	Sarah arriving at Zack's
	apartment.

								SARAH
						He's not going to listen.

								ACE
						Where going to have to try to convience 						him.
	
								SARAH
						Whatever.

CUT TO:
	Sarah and Zack at his apartment.

INT-ZACK'S APARTMENT-LIGHT-12

								ZACK
						What do you want?

								SARAH
						Death is after you!

								ZACK
						How many times do I have to tell your 						fucking girlfriend Ace, I'm not going to 						die!, I control my life, not death, and 						expecilaly you fuckers.

Sarah runs off.

								ACE
						You are the biggest ass-hole I have ever 						met!

Ace walks off.

Zack closes the door.

INT-ZACK'S KITCHEN-LIGHT-13

Zack walks into his kitchen 
and opens a caibnet.

								ZACK
						What to eat?

Zack tuns around and slips
on a puddle of Water.

Zack falls and then all
of the sudden, a butchers
knife impalles him in the
stomach, then all of the
knives impalles him.

Zack's Dead body lay's there
cold and alone.

DISSOLVE TO:
	     Sarah and Ace drving
	     to Allen's work.

								ACE
						Who's next?

								SARAH
						Allen.

								ACE
						He's at work, right.

								SARAH
						What time is it?

Ace looks at the clock.

								ACE
						1:08

								SARAH
						Yeah, lets go.

CUT TO:
	Arriving at Lumber Yard.

INT-LUMBER FACTORY-LIGHT-14

The find Allen.

								SARAH
						ALLEN!

Allen turns around.

								SARAH (cont.)
						We need to get you to a safe place.

								ALLEN
						What are you talking about?

								ACE
						Your next on Death's list.

								ALLEN
						So your saying, I'm next to die.

								SARAH
						Yeah, we tried to tell Zack, but he 						wouldn't belive us.

								ALLEN
						Ok, you guys go wait in the car and I'll 
						go tell the boss I'm going home sick.

Sarah just stands there.

								SARAH
						Ok, If death skips Allen, or he 							interveans, that means your next.

								ACE
						Do you know what my death is?

								SARAH
						No.

								ACE
						When?

								SARAH
						After Allen.

Allen runs to Sarah and 
Ace.

Allen trips.

								ACE
						Oh Shit!

Allen trips on a wire and falls
into a wood chipper.

Bllod squrits all over the place.

Sarah screams.

CUT TO: Sarah and Ace.

INT-PARKING LOT-DAY-15

								SARAH
						Your next.

								ACE
						Yeah, I know.

Ace and Sara get in the car.

								ACE 
						And after me, its you.

								SARAH
						Im so scared.

A tree falls.

								ACE
						Holy Shit!

Its starts to rain as Ace drives
off in the car.

								SARAH
						Ace, look!

A funnel coulds starts to drop.

								ACE
						We are going to die!

								SARAH
						No were not, not on my watch!

								SARAH (cont.)
						Before this thing drops, get out, I'm 						driving!

								ACE
						Are you crazy?!

They get out and switch seats.

The funnel cloud is now a tornado!

								SARAH
						Turn on the radio!

Ace turns on the radio.

								REPORTER
						A Tornado Warning is issued for Tupelo						MS, Greenville MS, and Memphis TN 

								ACE
						Watch Out!

Sarah swrives off the road

The car blows up.

CUT TO:
	Ace and Sarah in the parking
	lot.

								SARAH
						Get the hell in the building!

								ACE
						What are you talking about?

								SARAH
						I had another one.

								ACE
						Oh shit.

It starts to hail.

								SARAH
						Just get in, I'll tell you when we get in 						the building.

Sarah turns on the radio.

								REPORTER
						A Tonado Warning is issuded for Tupelo MS  
						Greenville, MS, and Memphis TN.

Sarah runs in the building.

A man rushes in with Sarah.

INT-PARKING LOT-DARK-16

								SARAH
						A Tornado is coming!

the tornado rushes in the area.

CUT TO:
	Sarah and Ace.

Ace's body is laying there.

								SARAH
						Ace, wake up!

Ace dosn't wake up, Ace is dead.



DISSOLVE TO:
	     Seven Months later	

	     Sarah, her boyfriend Adam,
	     and her best friend Amy at 
	     School.

Sarah, Adam, and Amy are at lunch

INT-LUNCHROOM-LIGHT-17

The lights start to flicker on and off.

								AMY
						What's going on?

The ground starts to shake
and split open.

								ADAM
						SARAH!

Sarah falls in the hole.

Followed by Amy.

Then Adam.

CUT TO:
	Lunch room.

Sarah has a scared look on her face.

								AMY
						What's wrong?

The ground and lights start to shake







END








